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Churchill Downs: Spring Meet 2017 
Ninth Day: Saturday, May 13, 2017 
Post Time: 12:45 P.M. Eastern 
Churchill Meet Stats To Date: 85-19-16-10—22% winners; 53% 
in the money 
 
Note: Selections are made in order, first through fourth 
 
RACE ONE 
HANDIWORK has three of his four lifetime wins at Churchill Downs, and I 
like that he just annexed an “a other than” allowance heat at Indiana 
Grand 25 days ago and makes a lateral move in for a quarter in this spot 
for the high-percentage Brad Cox outfit. Late-running son of Eddington 
overcame a rough trip and won a conditioned $30K claiming affair by open 
lengths the last time he was seen in Louisville, and he will get a ground-
saving trip on the fence in this two-turn route race under jockey Shaun 
Bridgmohan. MINEYEROWNMALONE and LET’S MEET IN RIO have 
enough early lick on paper to keep the splits honest, which will help set up 
his late kick; comes running in the lane. RICH DADDY is a past stakes 
winner at this mile and a sixteenth trip on the main track, and he won his 
first start off the claim for trainer Eddie Kenneally, who haltered this son 
of The Daddy for $12,500 two starts back at Gulfstream. His best form of 
late has been against lesser adversaries, but he was only beaten three 
lengths and change in the $110K Claiming Crown Iron Horse four starts 
back, and he was competitive against high-end optional claiming/classified 
allowance company in South Florida last summer. He should get a good trip 
stalking the pace under Corey Lanerie, and this fellow has finished in the 
money in eight-of-10 starts lifetime at this mile and a sixteenth trip on 
dirt; contender. TARPY’S SURPRISE hasn’t been seen at the races in a 
shade over 10 months and takes a steep class drop for trainer Dale 
Romans in this heat. Bay son of Into Mischief hooked eventual multiple 
stakes winner Honorable Duty the last time he ran at Churchill and was 
distanced, beaten 61 lengths, but if you throw out that race and his effort 
on turf three starts back—a surface he doesn’t care for—he has pretty 
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consistent form against much tougher rivals. Seven-year-old runs well 
fresh, has placed in 13-of-19 lifetime starts and won an open $50K 
claiming heat in Louisville last spring by a hard-fought, half-length; 
dangerous if he’s right. MINEYEROWNMALONE returns to the races off a 
two-month plus freshening and has suspect past form off the sidelines, 
however he’s the controlling speed in this race, as he looks to be a tick 
quicker than LET’S MEET IN RIO on paper. He has done his best work of 
late at Delta Downs and Indiana Grand, respectively, but will appreciate 
stretching out around two-turns; looks to be a cut below others in class. 
 
SELECTIONS: 1-2-6-3 
 
 
RACE TWO 
The early pace in this six and a half-furlong sprint figures to be hot, as 
TOSHA TALIFERO, ACID RAIN and DIAMOND EARRING all have a 
comparable early lick and figure to prominent from the opening bell. That 
said, the race sets up for BIG RED SEVEN, who is a late-running sprinter 
that has won three-of-six lifetime starts for trainer “Jinks” Fires. The 
chestnut daughter of Hold Me back was competitive against similar 
adversaries all winter in Hot Springs, and she beat a nice horse in Rhodium 
by open lengths over a “wet-fast” surface for a quarter the last time she 
was seen at Churchill Downs. She has a license to move forward in the 
third start of her current form cycle, she will appreciate returning to 
Churchill’s longer stretch, and jockey Jon Court knows her well; rates top 
billing. DIAMOND EARRING likes to be on or near the lead in a race 
peppered with front-runners, but she acts as if she tractable enough to rate 
a little bit and will make her first start off the claim for Eddie Kenneally. 
She improved yet was the beaten favorite on the drop in her last start but 
has since been freshened-up, and she ran well in her last outing off the 
sidelines. She has won two-of-three lifetime starts at this sometime tricky 
six and a half-furlong trip; contender. ACID RAIN’s three lifetime wins 
have come in virtual gate-to-wire fashion and the race shape from a pace 
perspective will work against her chances in this heat, however this filly 
has sharp dirt form and fits on the class front in for a $25K tag. She was 
the beaten chalk facing Louisiana-bred entry-level allowance company in 
her last start at 30 cents on the dollar, but she has won two of her past 
three races for a tag against open company and has been first-or-second in 
her past four dirt starts; threat. TOSHA TALIFERO ran big against open 
$25,000 claiming company in her last start in Hot Springs for Hall of 
Famer Jack Van Berg, whose charges are running well at the current tilt, 
as she set a hot pace and drew off to dead-heat with a next-out winner in a 
six-furlong affair that was clocked in a snappy 1:10 3/5. On the down side, 
she figures to be in the midst of a quick early pace and stretches out a 
sixteenth of a mile off her past two outings; hangs around for a minor 
award with a top effort. 
SELECTIONS: 6-7-5-1 
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RACE THREE 
The bay filly MY MYSTERY will face winners for the first time in this spot, 
but this fleet-of-foot daughter of Colonel John is the proverbial “speed of 
the speed” in the race and should get a clear, uncontested early lead in this 
six-furlong sprint for trainer Ingrid Mason. Florida-bred broke her maiden 
for a $12,500 tag and beat a next-out winner in the process in a race that 
went in a respectable 1:11 3/5 for the class level. Jockey Didiel Osorio is 
capable of hustling one out of the gate and is at his best on front-runners, 
and his mount is quicker on paper than both HEAVENLY SHINE and 
MAJESTIC CHIVETTE; choice, gate-to-wire. PRECISELY PONTI will make 
her first start off the claim for trainer Chris Richard, whose outfit is more 
than capable of winning in this type of situation. Chestnut daughter of Gio 
Ponti’s best races have been without blinkers and the hood comes off this 
afternoon, and she drops in class to a career-low level. Rider change to 
Lanerie noted; contends on the drop. MAJESTIC CHIVETTE broke her 
maiden on debut at Remington at a five and a half-furlong trip in frond-end 
fashion, beating a next-out winner by open lengths in the process. On the 
down side, the field came home slow in that heat, and she’s a five-year-old 
mare that will be making just her second career start off a seven-month 
plus layoff. MY MYSTERY looks to be a little quicker from the gate on 
paper and has a better post draw; on the fringes. BOSSES MONEY has only 
hit the board once from 11 prior starts, but she’s a closer in a race heavily 
weighted with early speed types—always a good angle. Her current form is 
lackluster at best, but she broke her maiden at Churchill for a dime in 
Louisville last fall, and she will get some swift early splits to set up what 
late kick she has; useful when spreading in the exotics. 
 
SELECTIONS: 3-1-8-2 
 
 
RACE FOUR 
TAXABLE overcame traffic problems off a five-month layoff in her last 
start at Oaklawn Park and was only beaten a length and a half by Big 
World, who came out of that heat to win the La Troienne Stakes (G1) under 
the Twin Spires on Oaks Day. I like that she improved when the blinkers 
came off in her last start, and she will tighter in this spot making her 
second start off an extended layoff. She has encountered traffic problems 
in her past three races, hooked a “live” field four starts back in Louisville 
and was outclassed in last year’s Kentucky Oaks (G1). Other than those 
blemishes, her form is sharp, and she’s graded stakes-placed at this mile 
and a sixteenth trip on the main track; major player. CURLIN KISSES has 
been heavily-backed at the windows in both her previous starts, the most 
recent of which was at Keeneland 28 days ago, where she annexed her first 
start against winners—generally the sign of a nice horse—in her main track 
debut off a near year layoff, an impressive effort to say the least. Negatives 
include the continued step up in class to “two other than” company, and 
she exits a pretty slow race (six-furlongs 1:12, seven-furlongs 184 feet in 
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1:28 2/5). She’ll certainly be tighter this go-around, however, and she 
doesn’t know to lose; formidable. CCED has improved for trainer Brendan 
Walsh in each start since she returned to the races off a near 10-month 
layoff at Fair Grounds back in early February. Chestnut daughter of Curlin 
has effective tactical speed, an affinity for a mile and a sixteenth on dirt, 
and I like how she got shuffled back and came running again to be second, 
beaten a dirty neck for the win, in her most recent start in New Orleans 
facing similar stock; threat. PROFOUND MOMENT is undefeated since 
moving into Jack Van Berg’s barn, and this chestnut filly exits some quick 
races at Oaklawn Park, both of which she won in game fashion setting an 
honest, pressured pace in both races and resolutely dogging out the win in 
the stretch drive. She’s the “speed of the speed” in here and clearly can get 
brave when engaged. She’s 6-1 on the morning line; cannot eliminate with 
confidence. 
 
SELECTIONS: 6-5-2-4 
 
 
RACE FIVE 
MASTER MERION is a free wheeling sort that is capable of rattling off a :23 
and change opening quarter-mile going two-turns on the grass, and staying 
around in the final eighth of a mile to have a say in the outcome. Bay son of 
Quality Road has managed to finish second in all three of his previous 
starts, and he has been beaten less than a length in all three of those heats, 
two of them in two-turn affairs. He’s capable of running a big race off the 
sidelines and returns to the races in this spot off a two-month plus hiatus 
for the high-percentage Wesley Ward barn. I’m not crazy about the wide 
post draw, but he will break running; graduation day. KITTEN’S GOLD is a 
lightly-raced son of Kitten’s Joy that has never put forth a bad effort from 
three races to date, as he faced a “live” group of maidens on debut going 
two-turns on the weeds at Saratoga and was only beaten four lengths and 
change for all the money and has finished well in both his turf starts since 
at Fair Grounds and Churchill, respectively. He’s capable of running a 
winning race off the shelf, and I like that he turns back in distance to this 
eight-furlong trip on the grass for the first time; contender. FIFTH TITLE is 
an improving son of Quality Road for trainer Ian Wilkes that gave a good 
account of himself on dirt in his most recent start at Keeneland, where he 
was the recipient of a wide trip in a six-furlong heat that went in a snappy 
1:09 4/5. He faced an unbelievably tough field in his only prior start on 
grass, a race in which he was fourth behind three next-out winners 
including the talented Speight Swiftly, who impressively won his first start 
against winners at Keeneland coming out of that key race. He should get a 
good trip stalking the pace under jockey Brian Hernandez, Jr. stretching 
out to a two-turn trip, and he’s 8-1 on the morning line; has the looks of a 
“live” longshot. SHIRL’S READY has never put forth a bad effort on a 
uniform turf course for trainer Steve Asmussen, and he ran well in his first 
start around two-turns on grass in his most recent outing hooking maiden 
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allowance company at Keeneland 15 days ago. MASTER MERION is 
quicker than he is on paper, and that rival will be on the bridle from the 
outset from his wide post draw, but this fellow has rated in turf sprints in 
the past and will get a ground-saving trip on the hedge tracking the front-
running top-choice. He’s eligible for improvement in his third start off a 
layoff; lots to like. 
 
SELECTIONS: 9-4-6-2 
 
 
RACE SIX 
WHAT A STAR hooked a pair of next-out winners in her first crack at a 
two-turn trip off a near two-month layoff, and she split a field of eight, 
beaten less than five lengths for all the money. Trainer Wayne Catalano 
will employ blinkers for the first time in this spot, and I like that she turns 
back in distance with a two-turn, eight-furlong trip under her belt. She has 
plenty of upside making just her third career start; choice. TROUBLESOME 
returns to the races off a near six-month layoff for trainer Brendan Walsh, 
whose barn is more than capable of having one ready to win off the shelf. 
$160,000 daughter of Into Mischief broke in a tangle in the debut run, was 
wide at the quarter-pole and was only beaten five lengths for the win facing 
maiden allowance company in Louisville last fall. Note that she had a bad 
post draw in the debut run having to come out of the one-hole, and she’s 
more favorably drawn this afternoon; fires fresh. CLEVER SERVE is a deep 
closer that generally produces a move from off the pace that is good 
enough to earn her a paycheck, as she has finished in the money in seven-
of-10 lifetime starts, five of those efforts being third-place finishes. Late-
running daughter of To Honor and Serve’s best effort of late was for a $50K 
tag at Fair Grounds, but she posted a board finish in her last race stepping 
back up to the maiden allowance ranks, and she turns back to a distance at 
which she has never been worse than third; useful in the exotics. 
HEATHER HILLS showed speed and was bankrupt in the lane in her debut 
effort at Fair Grounds nearly two months ago in a six-furlong sprint that 
went in a quick 1:10 1/5. Dark bay Shackleford filly has the best early lick 
on paper in this field, should be on the lead from the outset from her inside 
post draw and this isn’t the toughest maiden allowance heat ever carded at 
Churchill. She will likely improve in her second career start and will be a 
good price on the tote board; overlay material. 
 
SELECTIONS: 2-4-6-1 
 
 
RACE SEVEN 
The ultra-reliable closer BIG KICK has won five consecutive dirt starts for 
trainer Tom Amoss, who slides this rock-solid starter allowance competitor 
into the $5K ranks off a gritty win against $7,500 starter types in his last 
race in Lexington. Bay son of Tiznow has won his past two starts on this 
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class level on the main track by a combined total of eight and a quarter 
lengths, he’s one-for-one under the Twin Spires and has finished in the 
money in 11 of his past 14 starts. He closed into soft fractions in his last 
race and gamely got up in the shadow of the wire, and there are a handful 
of front-running types assembled in this spot that figures to go quick 
enough early to set up his late run; major player, again. INDY AWESOME 
annexed a starter allowance heat on the rise in his first start off the claim 
for the high-percentage Karl Broberg barn, and he should appreciate 
turning back in distance off a marathon mile and three-quarter event to a 
trip at which he has six of his eight lifetime wins. LIMONTE, NIFTY FIFTY 
and LOUIES FLOWER have enough early lick to keep the early splits 
honest, which will assist in setting up his late kick. He’s another that slides 
into the $5K starter ranks off a win versus slightly tougher company. He’ll 
be flying late; formidable. LIMONTE loves Louisville, having won four-of-
nine starts lifetime at Churchill, hasn’t missed the exacta in his past two 
starts off a layoff and returns to the races off a two-month hiatus for 
trainer Lon Wiggins in this heat. Throw out his last effort on the grass, as 
he’s better on the main track, and he has been competitive on this class 
level under the Twin Spires in the past. His tactical speed will serve him 
well in this spot; threat. LOUIES FLOWER drops in class off his last start at 
Indiana Grand and is well-spotted by trainer Tim Glyshaw in this $5K 
starter allowance affair, as the chestnut is a nose shy of winning his past 
four races in the $5K-$7,500K range at Fair Grounds and Remington Park, 
respectively. On the down side, he’s a “need-the-lead” type and isn’t as 
quick early as a couple of other entrants, thus he figures to be relegated to 
a stalking trip; hangs around for a minor award with a top effort. 
 
SELECTIONS: 2-7-3-5 
 
 
RACE EIGHT 
The French-bred gelding SIXTY FIVE (FR) looks to have the field over the 
proverbial barrel in the eighth on the card, a $30,000 “non-winners of two 
races lifetime” claiming heat going a mile and a sixteenth on the Matt Winn 
Turf Course. The bay takes marked class drop in this spot for trainer Brad 
Cox, whose outfit is winning at a healthy 27 percent clip at the tilt, and he 
lost all chance in his last start—which is a toss out—as he was hammered at 
the break. He was second of 12 facing “a other than” allowance company at 
Fair Grounds two starts back at 6-1 over a “good” course, and he has never 
been in this cheap; major player. ARCHANGEL ROSE will make her first 
start off a two-month layoff for the high-percentage Michelle Lovell barn in 
this spot, and he has given a good account of himself in two of his past 
three starts on this class level in New Orleans. He hooked an open length, 
next-out winner in his last race at Fair Grounds, gets reunited with jockey 
Miguel Mena and his lone published local work 10 days ago is solid; fires 
fresh. DATTS OUR GUY ran well in his first start against winners on dirt at 
Keeneland 15 days ago, and he returns to his preferred surface—grass—in 
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this nine-furlong affair. Late running son of Harlan’s Holiday acts as if he 
will appreciate the extra sixteenth of a mile and has been game in his past 
two outings on the weeds. Jockey Brian Hernandez, Jr. has three wins on 
today’s card, and this fellow is a stout 15-1 on the morning line; likely 
overlay. YOUNG AMERICAN ran like he needed his last start off a near 
two-month layoff for trainer Kenny McPeek, and the dark bay son of 
Congrats ran well on the turf at Churchill last fall at a mile and a sixteenth 
trip on the Matt Winn Turf Course. He has a license to move forward 
making his second start off a layoff; best effort yields a minor award. 
 
SELECTIONS: 10-7-4-11 
 
 
RACE NINE 
I’ll take a shot with the price play GIRL LINK in this maiden allowance 
sprint for the fillies, as the dark bay daughter of Algorithms made a solid 
middle move in her debut run at Oaklawn Park and was a decent third 
behind a clear top two in a race that was clocked a swift 1:10 flat. She has 
all kinds of upside making just her second career start and figures to move 
forward in this affair. She’s 8-1 on the morning line; choice, at a square 
price. CURVYMISSMILLER was a scant three-parts of a length off the top 
choice on debut in Hot Springs, where, like GIRL LINK, this well-bred 
daughter of Arch (she’s out of a Speightstown mare) made a big middle 
move only to tire in the stretch drive. She figured to get a lot out of that 
effort and has plenty of room for improvement making just her second 
career start for trainer David Vance, who won yesterday’s opener with 
Dustem Carolina ($4.20); contender at a price. GOLDEN AMBER went off 
favored right out of the box in New Orleans and lacked a winning bid in the 
lane, but she broke a step slow in that affair and was in the six-path at the 
quarter-pole. She has been freshened-up since that effort by trainer Brad 
Cox, and this $115,000 daughter of Gemologist exits a heat that went in a 
snappy 1:10 1/5; improvement expected. REHEARSED’s best efforts to 
date have been in sprint races, and she turns back to a six-furlong trip in 
this spot for trainer Neil Howard. Well-bred Tapit filly sports a couple of 
sharp recent breezes at Churchill since her last start, including a five-
panel move in Louisville in :59 4/5 on April 30; more interested as the 
price increases. 
 
SELECTIONS: 3-10-6-7 
 
 
RACE TEN—The Unbridled Sidney Stakes 
The Irish-bred filly MISS GOSSIP (IRE) has reinvented herself as a turf 
sprinter, as the daughter of Big Bad Bob (Ire) has won her past two starts 
on the weeds since trainer Andrew McKeever cut her back in distance two 
starts ago at Fair Grounds. She was very impressive in her most recent 
outing at Keeneland while stepping up to “two other than” allowance 
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company for the first time, as she had to steady at the three-eighths pole 
then uncorked a devastating late turn of foot to win going away under 
jockey James Graham, who is back for a return engagement this afternoon. 
She has retained honest form while stepping up in class and continues to 
do so in this spot, but she was only beaten a length and change in last 
year’s Pucker Up Stakes (G3T) going a mile and an eighth trip at Arlington. 
She’ll come running in the lane; choice. Green Sheet favorite TRIPLE 
CHELSEA is the unfortunate recipient of a wide post draw, but she’s a nice 
filly that has never put forth a poor effort on the grass for trainer Tony 
Granitz. Dark bay daughter of Hat Trick (Jpn) figured to need her last 
start off a near three-month layoff, where she broke from the two-hole in a 
big field, was forced into a rail trip and was one-paced in the final furlong. 
She has a license to move forward in her second start off the sidelines and 
is a previous stakes winner at this five-furlong trip on grass. I like the 
slight sixteenth of a mile turn back in distance; major player. MELALEUCA 
is a hard-knocking seven-year-old gray that is a picture of versatility—key 
in a turf sprint—as the daughter of Half Ours has won going short on the 
grass in wire-to-wire fashion setting splits of :21 1/5 and :44 and change, 
and she has rallied from off the pace. She has never missed the exacta 
from four prior outings on the Matt Winn Turf Course and is capable of 
running a big race fresh for hands-on trainer Brian Michael. She always 
provides value at the windows; foolish to slight her chances. NOBODY’S 
FAULT has retained honest form while moving up in class, and the well-
bred daughter of Blame out of a Valid Appeal mare ran the race of her life 
to date to be second to the talented Lady Aurelia in the Giant’s Causeway 
Stakes at Keeneland. Like the top choice, her form has been salty since 
trainer Neil Pessin turned her back in distance three starts back; foolish to 
slight her chances. 
 
SELECTIONS: 2-11-3-10 
 
 
RACE ELEVEN 
The “get out” nightcap is a wide-open $20K down to $17,500 maiden 
claiming event going seven-eighths on the main track and, as such I’ll take 
a shot with the price play DREAMMEISTER, a bay Bodemeister colt 
making his first start off the claim for Hall of Famer Jack Van Berg, whose 
outfit wins at a high-percentage in this type of scenario. Bay colt has faced 
next-out winners in his past three starts, and he ran well for a quarter two 
starts back in Hot Springs. He pressed a :21 4/5 opening quarter-mile in 
his last start, got shuffled back yet ran on again finish a good third on the 
drop. There are no world-beaters in here; choice, at a price. PROMISES TO 
KEEP showed a pretty quick early lick in his first start for trainer Otto 
Draper, and Little Bit Irish, who he bested by a head in that affair, came 
back to win the opening race on the “Twilight Thursday” card facing $10K 
maiden claiming company; contender. REFRACTIVE takes a huge drop in 
class, turns back in distance and will dry dirt for the first time in this heat 
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looking for form reversal for trainer Dallas Stewart. Bay gelding will 
appreciate turning back to a one-turn trip in this spot; stout class drop 
makes him a factor. SEVENHEARTSWARRIOR had a troubled trip in his 
career debut against tougher adversaries, and he takes a significant class 
drop from the $50K maiden claiming ranks into this $20K spot this 
evening. He returns to the races off a near two-month layoff as a gelding 
and is sitting on a “bullet” three-panel move in :35 4/5 nine days ago; using 
in exotic wagers. 
 
SELECTIONS: 4-5-9-1 


